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Abstract
The proposed Remote SCADA System (RSS) is a smarter, faster and more reliable way
to control high power machines and monitor their sensors, data, and failures. The
proposed system focuses mainly on building our own complete SCADA software and
not using open-source SCADA software. The proposed RSS can use unlimited number of
added Remote Terminal Units (RTU) nodes and each of them can handling unlimited
number of input/output and can be used under different operating systems like Windows
and Android. Using RSS all machines can be monitored and controlled by a single click
from anywhere at any time. By doing this a real-time response from RSS system can be
achieved. It’s mainly based on standard communication techniques between remote
nodes and single server-side application that talk to each node with its own ID and
modify its instant database. So that every time accessing this web application, a real-time
access to these nodes data and a virtual control room controls each General Purpose
Input/Output (GPIO) in the selected node can be gotten. When a new event is happened
in server-side program, it will be broadcasted to all related. On RSS there are two main
points to deal with, the request latency and security of the system. This paper studied how
the system latency and security are improved to obtain the needed values. The proposed
RSS is a very secure program which have 4 security levels; authentication, authorization,
RSA and CBC encryption system. Also, the encryption algorithms used in RSS are RSA
and CBC block cipher encryption system. It is mixed way to prevent any attacker from
breaking the cipher. First of all, RSA generates the public and private keys, and then CBC
generates its Initialization vector and a random encryption key. Then a special function
sends all of these keys encrypted with a pre-stored token in the data base and node
memory which varied from node to another. Finally, node generates its private key from
loaded public key. With this combination the speed of symmetric encryption system and
the security of asymmetric encryption system can be achieved. On the other hand, the
level of security firewalls needed to be Brocken by the attacker to brock the cipher is
increased. The proposed system achieved low cost comparing with reported work; it is
lower than Arduino + WIFI method by five times and 13 times lower than Raspberry-PI
method. The proposed system is applied in educational systems, where it is used for
teaching unlimited number of students Online.
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1 Introduction

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) is a combination of software and
hardware components which allow monitoring and controlling of industrial automation sys-
tems or any process targets locally or remotely [1]. The SCADA systems allow the monitoring
and controlling of all the plant process easily and more precisely. By reducing the initial cost in
the SCADA software and hardware system, it would be used widely in many areas of
application [23]. Also, its cost can be minimized by using open-source software tools to build
our private SCADA system. A low cost IoT based SCADA system is presented in many
researches. IoT was implemented in an industrial automation system in [5] and conclude that
the real time supervising of industrial automation systems via the use of IoT based SCADA
has been more efficient for remotely controlling the industrial systems. In [28], a microcon-
troller (Arduino Uno board) is used with a Zigbee module to implement a wireless network of
different types of sensors. In [20], cloud computing technology is implemented by using a
microprocessor to connect sensor network by means of Ethernet medium. With the fast
development of the wireless technology manufacturing, the microcontroller-based SCADA
system is widely used in automation system applications. The microcontroller was used as
remote terminal unit for data collection from the sensor network. The Open-source code can be
implemented using open-source software SCADA system which is powerful for executing and
monitoring the control signals in real time [27]. In [18], an open-source SCADA was
implemented using OPC technique and is used for data supervision and controlling of the
automation system.

Photo-Voltaic (PV) farm monitoring and controlling using IoT based open-source SCADA
system was developed in [2]. In [24], a C# SCADA software was developed as an open-source
SCADA system for controlling industrial systems. SCADA systems in the cloud environment
are suffering from the security problems. This problem can be solved with the use of a
combination of security tools [6, 8]. Also, many researches work show that many applications
are migrate to the cloud SCADA system as in [12], which conclude that the cloud SCADA is
more interesting for the users, cost effective and maintenance-less. To increase the system
efficiency and its incoming benefits an Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), based SCADA
system was introduced in [10, 32]. There are mainly three types of Cloud systems; Public
cloud infrastructure, Private cloud and Hybrid cloud infrastructure, which merge the private
and public cloud infrastructures. Also, the architecture of a cloud computing system is
structured as follows; the hardware layer, infrastructure layer, platform layer and the software
layer. The Cloud computing systems faces an additional number of vulnerabilities more than
the traditional systems which are described in [3].

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) can be sustainable to all of the threats which are known
from the classical information and communication protocols. Platform as a Service (PaaS) is
particularly differed from the IaaS in its security settings for many kinds of resources. Due to
Software as a Service (SaaS) requires only the Web browser and internet medium, its security
requirements are similar to the Web service security problems [4, 7, 14, 30]. There are many
other problems with securing the data handling on the cloud which includes; data transferring,
data management and storing, authentication and authorization etc. [14]. These problems have
greeter complex in case of migration from traditional systems to the cloud-based systems.
Cyber-attacks on cloud SCADA systems can be classified into three main types: Communi-
cation attacks, Software attacks and Hardware attacks as indicated in [9]. Cloud SCADA
systems mainly suffer from the same cyber security problems as the other systems which are
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operate through the cloud system [11, 21, 29, 34]. There are other threats than in the public
cloud environment; First, more exposed to attack due to the sharing of infrastructure with
unknown outside parties. Second, outside attackers due to network connections between
SCADA systems and the cloud [29]. Third, some of SCADA-specific application layer
protocols lack protection [15, 22, 25]. Many researches are deals with ciphertext-policy
attribute-based encryption scheme and Multi level key exchange and encryption protocol
IOT SCADA system [17, 26, 33].

2 Proposed system

On RSS as shown in Fig. 1, there are two main points to deal with, the latency of the
request and security of the system. The proposed system is used to improve these two
parameters to obtain the needed values. Nowadays all systems need to be online and
remotely controlled by cross-platform applications like RSS, so let’s start to get more
details about it.

The encryption algorithms used in RSS are RSA and CBC block cipher encryption system.
It is a mixed way to prevent any attacker from breaking the cipher. Each two transceiver sides
have private key for RSA, public key for RSA, initialization vector for CBC, and encryption
key for CBC.

Using these keys, the encryption can be carried out in next steps:
1. CBC encrypts the first block with Initialization vector and encryption key.
2. Then complete the blocks one over one to create a CBC encrypted block chain

which can’t be broken without IV and encryption key, the encryption algorithm
used in CBC core is a simple XOR operation to ensure that data is completely

Router

PC Client

GSM Network

RSS Server

Mobile client

ESP 8266

ESP8266

GPIO KIT

GPIO KIT

Fig. 1 Remote SCADA System (RSS) Block Diagram
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defragmented to a non-readable word stream, no need here for a complex oper-
ation in order to speed up the algorithm and pay a load for encryption to the
combination of two algorithms used.

3. RSA encrypt the resulted block chain from CBC and send it to the other side.
4. When other side received the encrypted blocks, it decrypts it with the reverse sequence,

first it used the RSA private key to decrypt RSA sent cipher then use a CBC decryption
model with pre-sent encryption key and IV for CBC.

With this combination, the speed of symmetric encryption system and the security of
asymmetric encryption system have been achieved. On the other hand, the level of
security firewalls needed to be Brocken by the attacker to brock the cipher has
increased.

3 Features of the proposed RSS

Figure 2 shows RSS features which are:
& RSS is user friendly program that requires no pre-knowledge just go to site and start to use.
& RSS is a scalable program which can easily control larger and larger number of nodes on

other hand; there is no limit for number of nodes connected to it.
& RSS is based on modular code which simplifies development in the future.
& RSS application is a cross platform application which can be open in any browser on

android, IOS, PC or MAC, because it based on responsible page content to modify
containers to screen width.

& RSS is a very secure program that has 4 security levels, authentication, authorization, RSA
and CBC encryption system.

RS User friendly 

Modular

Scalable 
Cross 

platform

Secure 

Real time

Fig. 2 Remote SCADA System (RSS) features
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& RSS provides a real-time response to changes in order to get rid of timing error in
emergency cases. Its latency depends only on the speed of the internet access.

4 Required hardware

ESP8266 It is used as a simple hardware construction of a Remote Terminal Unit, RTU, for
RSS. ESP8266 is used as a microcontroller with integrated WIFI module to connect the node
to global network in order to receive and transmit data to the RSS server remotely. This WIFI
module has a variety of GPIOs which can be used in reading analog signal, reading and writing
digital signals and PWM signals to control motors and other PWM-controlled devices. The
proposed system achieved low cost comparing with reported work; it is lower than Arduino +
WI-FI method by five times and 13 times lower than Raspberry-PI method as shown in
Table 1 [16, 19].

Router It is used as a WIFI hotspot connected to global network in order to remotely access
the node from anywhere. As a proof of concept, it can be easily replaced with a mobile hotspot
with 3G open. It means that only one router is used for many nearby nodes including its WIFI
range. In proposed system it is preferred to use static IP for each node in order to reach it by the
server easily without any verification techniques that consume time, RSS uses both, static
routing and repeated requests with current IP.

Server A Server is a computer or a device on the network that manages network resources.
Servers are single-tasks device, which perform only their own server tasks. A server in this
case could be a program which managing resources rather than the entire computer.

5 Required software

5.1 Block diagram of program cycle

As indicated in Fig. 3 the RTU Node start to send a handshaking request command to the
server which start to verify that Node Address exists in our TRU’s or not. When the server
verified the Node, it starts to send its configuration and the Node start to configure its GPIO
modes of operation according to the server configuration. When any changes to any Node
GPIO status occurs, it sends another request to the server, if not, it sends frequently request to
the server each 500 msec. also, if there any changes in the Node configuration the server send
changes request to the Node.

Table 1 Comparison of client side

Method Cost (LE) Drawbacks

ESP8266 [proposed] ≈135 LE Limited No. of ADC
Arduino + WI-FI[16] ≈450LE High cost, lower reliability and need more power
Raspberry-PI[16] ≈1350LE High cost, depends on the SD card, limited No.

of GPIO, analog I/O through SPI
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5.2 Arduino Code flowchart

More details for Arduino Code flowchart can be done as shown in Fig. 4.

Connect to WIFI This function is the responsible for connecting to WIFI with a pre-defined
SSID and Password this process repeats itself until it is successfully connected to WIFI. It
simply puts the WIFI to WIFI_STA mode and begin to connect to WIFI and get into infinity
loop that only be broken by a successful connection to the WIFI, this operation is indicated in
the flowchart of Fig. 4 and will be explained in next sections.

Send get request This function is mainly for sending the requests to server and gets response
then gets the string body from the response then send it to concern function to deal with it and
extract data from it.

Initializing pins This function is to initializing pin modes to server configuration requirements
that demanded by admin of that node. This function runs only one time at booting time.

Extract-Data This function is responsible for extracting data from substrings from split-string
function in order to store it in a new separate array to easily reach it by the functions that
control GPIOs.

Combine-data This function is responsible for combining data in order to be sent to the server
in a correct pattern to be desterilized there without any loss or error.

Node sends a hand 

shaking request

Server verify that node 

exists

Server sends node 

configuration to node 

Server sends a 

changes request to 

node when a change 

Node sends a frequently 

requests to server every 

change or 500 ms

Node set pin modes to 

the coming from 

server

Fig. 3 Block diagram of proposed system program cycle
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Print-Buff This function is for testing purposes only to print data values coming from server
and sent to server in order to be seen by developer when testing or modifying code.

valToStr & StrToVal These two functions are used to string if numeric data to be sent to server
and convert strings back to numeric values. This helps in dealing with data in both server and
node side in the right way.

Applying changes This function is mainly applying state changes from the server by admin of
the nodes. These changes are gotten from the extract data function which stores the data into a
new array that can be used.

5.3 Web server flowchart

The flowchart of the presented Web-Server illustrated in Fig. 5 and more details for this
flowchart can be can be done as:
& Include third-party dependencies.
& Configure Express.js app settings.
& Define middle-wares.
& Define routes.
& Connect to databases (MongoDB).
& Start the application.

5.4 Web application flowchart

A complete flowchart that indicates the steps of the proposed Web Application page are
presented in flowchart of Fig. 6 and an illustration for some of the required tools and written
code are given below.

EJS: Simply stands for Embedded JavaScript. It is a simple template language/engine
that allows the user to generate its own HTML with plain JavaScript. EJS is mostly
useful whenever you have to output HTML with a lot of JavaScript if you’re dealing
with generating dynamic contents or offering something that has to do with real-time
updates. EJS is preferred to use due to its simplicity in syntax and very easy to set up.
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CSS: Cascading Style Sheets, CSS, is a simple design language used for making web
pages presentable. CSS handles the appearance and performance of the web page. Using
CSS, page text color can be controlled, the fonts style, the spacing, columns dimension,
what background appearance or colors to be used and other different effects. CSS is easy
to use and understand and it provides a helpful control tools for creating an HTML
document. CSS is commonly merged with the HTML or XHTML languages.

Start

Connect to 
Database

Start Server

There is a new 
Request

No

Get Route

Get 
Controller

Get Model

Render View

Yes

Authen�cated 
Or authorized 

Render Login

No

Yes

Check Role

Render
Home

No

Fig. 5 Web-Server flowchart
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5.5 Database flowchart

MongoDB MongoDB is a document-oriented database that provides high performance, high
availability, and easy scalability. Each database creates its own group of files on the system
files. A single MongoDB server typically has multiple databases and a complete flowchart for
the presented Data-Base files is shown in Fig. 7.

Security:
1. Authentication: In RSS a login name and password for user authentication are used, user

name is a symbol-free string notates to the user name and it saved as it is in database, but
password is saved as hash in database. Hash function is one-way function which is a hard-
loss encryption technique.

2. Authorization: Authorization is granted to the valid authenticate of the users
according to their stored information in the Access Management System (AMS).
Authorization is more powerful than authentication, especially for widely distrib-
uted digital content providers.

3. RSA: RSA encryption function seemed to be the only known way for a trap-door
one-way permutation, but now, there are many others certainly existed [13]. The
average length size of n must increase with time as more efficient effected
factoring algorithms are made and as computers are getting faster. RSA is slower
than certain other symmetric cryptosystems [31]. RSA is commonly used as a tool
to securely transmit the security keys for another approaches of less secure, but
faster algorithm [35].

Fig. 7 Data-Base flowchart
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4. CBC: Cipher block chaining, is a block cipher mode that provides confidentiality but not
message integrity in cryptography.
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6 Proposed RSS GUI interface

Figure 8 show a screen shot for administrator user in proposed RSS GUI interface. This
administration options are create new user, create new admin, monitoring current users, delet
user, create nodes, monitoring and control current nodes, delet node and change password.

Figure 9 shows Create New User by the adminstrator. Admin can be Create New User with
a user name and password and User can Change his own user name and password.

Figure 10 shows how to add a new node and how to classify its Input/Output options with
the proposed RSS runing under Android Cell Phone.

7 Comparison of server options

A comparison between different implemented Cloud SCADA systems and the proposed
Remote SCADA System, RSS, is introduced in Table 2 which shows that the proposed one
is more secured, easier to use and more scalable to add unlimited number of RTU nodes with
unlimited number of GPIO.

8 Conclusions

The proposed Remote SCADA System (RSS) is a smarter, faster and more reliable way to
control high power machines and monitor their sensors, data, and failures. It’s mainly based on
standard communication techniques between remote nodes and single server-side application
that talk to each node with its own ID and modify its instant database so that every time to
access this web app you get a real-time access to these nodes data and a virtual control room
control each GPIO in the selected node. When a new event happened in server-side program it
will be broadcasted to all related nodes to this event. On RSS there are two main points to deal

Fig. 8 Adminstration options
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Fig. 9 Create New User

Fig. 10 Add New Node and choose its Options windows under Android
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with, the latency of the request and security of the system. These two pointes are covered also
here to ensure a higher-level security system. The proposed Remote SCADA System, RSS, is
a very secure program that has 4 security levels, authentication, authorization, RSA and CBC
encryption system and achieved low cost comparing with reported work. Also, the encryption
algorithms used in RSS are RSA and CBC block cipher encryption system. It is mixed way to
prevent any attacker from breaking the cipher. First of all, RSA generates the public and
private keys; this CBC generates its Initialization vector and a random encryption key. Then a
special function sends all these keys encrypted with a presorted token in the data base and node
memory which varied from node to another. Finally, node generates its private key from
loaded public key. With this combination speed of symmetric encryption system and the
security of asymmetric encryption system are achieved. Also, the level of security firewalls
needed to be Brocken by the attacker to brock the cipher is increased. The time of user’s entry
are recorded also, the malfunction node is detected and recorded. The system was verified and
tested for many conditions of the security which indicate its features and robustness.
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Table 2 Comparison between different implemented Cloud SCADA systems

SCADA server Security Installation Easy of using Adding new components

Remote desktop
Connection with
Local data
storage [16]

Lower security Easy to install Easy to use Need a special method

Open SCADA
software [16]

High security Medium Support some
protocols

Easy to add new
components

IOT service
provider

Users have to pay after certain data limit

Private IOT serve Secured due to
the use of
private server

Difficult to install Easy to use Easy to add new
components.

Proposed Remote
SCADA
System, (RSS)

High level of
security
consists of 4
internal layers

No need for
installation as
it a web-based
application

Very easy to use no
pre-knowledge
needed as it just a
web site

Scalable enough to add
unlimited number of
nodes without any
changes to server.
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